
Finishing:   

Four Crabs Pyn Pillow 

Cross stitch the crabs, starfish and border  as designated.  

Cross stitch over 1 fabric thread - with 2 strands of Tudor Silk and 1 

strand of Florimell. 

  

 Measure your finished stitched pincushion and make a 

template of that size. Each pincushion is somewhat different. I 

measured it out, and cut a rectangle and then trimmed the 4 

corners. Then placed it on top of the stitched portion and trimmed it up to match 

the exact size, as this differs because of linen count and the variance in linen 

thickness. On the stitched portion I cut ½-1’ seam allowance all the way around 

and then finger folded on the edge of the stitched portion – as noted by the outer 

perimeter cross stitches in the F. Northern Lights. Place piece of cut wool felt and 

wrong side of stitched portion with seam allowance; folded in together and using a 

matching nymo thread - in this red nymo -to wool felt stitch the 2 together using 

the following method: To begin: Bury your knot in the seam allowance and come up in a corner 1) Stitch picking up one vertical ground thread 

on the piece of linen fabric and a piece of wool felt and come out the felt side.  2) Return back straight up to the point where you first started 

and pull thread through and tighten. 3) The needle re enters the same hole and slide it vertically through the seam allowance and come up 2 or 

4  fabric threads. Pull thread through. Now repeat 1 and you will see that the material and the linen tighten together in a easy fashion, continue 

with 2 and 3 counting out 2 or4 fabric threads throughout the piece. Continue till all the joining is complete. This will ensure that your stitches 

are equal all the way around.  

Complete 6 sides, then fill with fibre fill as much as you can the more the better. Close last two sides. Take the VFB #8 -051C to your pincushion  

and come up in the center (you can mark your wool felt prior to stitching it together, I eyeballed it!) go around the 4 sides of the pincushion and 

pull tightly on each, lastly adding the button at the stitched portion and the other  button on the felt portion. Tie off underneath on the bottom. 

Add a couple of your favourite pins for fun.  

Gloriana Threads 

 Florimell Northern Lights 

 Florimell Italian Gold 

 Tudor Silk Cinnamon 

 42014 Black petite beads 

 VFB#8-051C 

 Blue buttons 

 Red Nymo thread 

 Louisiana Hot Sauce WDW felt fabric 

 Any neutral piece of linen fabric - 

I used 40ct Lentil by Lakeside 

Linens 
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Thank you to Lakeside Linens for 

always keeping me in fabric, and 

Gloriana Threads for keeping me in 

thread.  
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